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Social and Political Works of Dinkar Balu Patil
(1926 to 2013) : A Historical Study

Introduction

India is as agricultural land country. So as the economic system at Maharashtra is also depend on farming business. But the sweet fruit of freedom is still away from the farmer’s as well as labor’s and mass community. So that various movements marching, get to ether’s collection of farmer’s are still happening. Not only government but also the nature being trouble shooter of peasants.

The devotions of Dinkar Balu Patil has made a lot for farmer’s and labor’s but this research will focus the reality and counted its position as such all over Maharashtra still various movements of farmer’s are under process. Dinkar Balu Patil’s work regarding mass benefits is still over looked. So exactness of his work will be focused. No one done such work regarding such subject as its value, importance so is my thinking of it.
1) Theme

Social and political works of Dinkar Balu Patil (1926 to 2013): A historical study

2) Importance of the theme

20th century is one of the important century as for the global point of view. It has focused two world war in the beginning. The modern Indian freedom struggle was more progressive and active in the same period. For this freedom struggle so many freedom fighter work very much valuable political work. So that it resulted Indian freedom in the middle at 20th century. The voice of freedom spread all over. As the common people get helpless because of dependence period of British, the same situation continued in modern common peoples life those who are landowners, peasants and working community, casual workmen.

It’s true India got freedom on 15th Aug. 1947, but the real sweet fruit of freedom couldn’t be enjoyed by the common people those don’t have any land of their own. India has its own prideful history where Maharashtra has spread its own political, economic & cultural progress. Maharashtra has spread in 307713 sq.k.m. So it has Vidarbha, Marathwada, West
Maharashtra, and Mumbai. & Kokan Division for its administration.

As Maharashtra’s importance to be looked it has western lengthy land known as konkan, included Thane, Raigad, Ratnagiri and Sindudurg district. In konkan division Raigad has its own historical tradition which is very much prideful. Shivaji Maharaj has established his kingdom at Raigad Fort, then Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar had started his human rights freedom movement from “Chaudar Tale” at Mahad. Many researcher has worked over various Social, political and economic based question. Considering typing people’s work, they focused over it and their leadership. As the reside of the Raigad I feel still more important Social worker’s work, being focused remaining and required to be research more.

Shri.Dinkar Balu Patil birth place is Jasai, in Raigad on 13th JaN.1926 he took birth. In the adverse he fought a lot for Social progress and its development in society. He took Maharashtra and the native presents and hard workers at the Centre for his whole life. He stood strongly with them and their progress. Because of his inspiration the mass farmer’s peasant’s Worker’s struggle and work in various movements. His strong backbone made them progressed. So as my feeling made to
research Dinkar Balu Patil strong leadership to be focused his Social Economical & Political work is more valuable.

As so many worker’s in the Raigad dedicated themselves such as Appasaheb Patil (Nana), Tukaram Vajekar, Prabhakar Patil & So on. The first farmer’s strike lead by Shri, Hiraji Mahaduji Mhatre, N.N.Patil student Dinkar Balu Patil who lead, boundary in Maharashtra and Karnataka and the struggle of Natives Strongly, which made changes in Social and Economic based question’s in mass, common People. His developed different political eye-sight in society.

Dinkar Balu Patil’s leadership is unmatched for the development of society. So to me it’s needful to be focused his total work and dedication for the New generation. I would focus his critical analysis through this research.

3) Objective of the Study

- To study resent farmer’s situation in Maharashtra.
- To study farming and farmer’s in Konkan’s traditional way and its progress.
- The farmer’s in Raigad struggled, marched discussed and so on within the period 1950to 2013,its study.
- To study the devotion of D.B. Patil along with his movements.
• To study Modern farmer’s problems in negative & positive way.
• As the Suicides in farmers in Vidarbha being focused throughout Maharashtra.
• To study the various beneficial Project’s at Govt. of Maharashtra in Work, help for farmers.

4) Hypothesis

• Maharashtra has farming trading.
• Farmer’s in Raigad District working in from as their traditional way, but still away from their right justice.
• The farmer has to struggle with established society as well as the Government.
• Because of Dinkar Balu Patil’s Strong leadership for the common peasant, hard worker, the mass for their struggle.
• Dinkar Balu Patil’s devotion and leadership for the common Mass, peasant progressed recently.
• His leadership provide them their economical, educational social progress.
5) Limitation of the study

Maharashtra is one of the important state so to its west the konkan region is spread. Including Thane, Raigad, Ratnagiri and Sindhudurg, as its divided in South and North konkan Thane and Raigad comes under North Konkan and Ratnagiri and Sindhudurg as South. In ancient period North konkan is called as Larika and South Konkan is called as Arica. In the proposed research Raigad become the primly focused where 15000 Villagers include and the population is more than 15th lakes.

Konkan is being known for its own identity for food, clothing, knokan pada, Wadi and so on as. It is one of the prime culture at Maharashtra with its status as own.

Still in this modern era the problems of farmers are unsolved. Same with the hard workers. There is no doubt with the devotion ofn Dinkar Balu Patil some of the problems got work out not each and every. From the Northern Kokan region that is from Raigad, the peasant, hard Worker, labors and mass Community’s problems are being as to known the reality as in such as the researcher, the native I wish to display the work done by him that at Dinkar balu patil . the inspiration made charges in farmers, labors, social, economic and educational changes.
The proposed research shows changes, happenings at social, political, educational and economical movements within the period of 1950 to 2013.

His works was definitely limited up to raigad district, but, because at him movement the rise of farmer’s there progress and development could get measured, counted its position and its effect on Government of India as well as Govt. Maharastra weather they started any worth full projects and getting benefits to labors or the farmers.

In said research the interview of farmers in Raigad district is proposed, getting some statistical data. The study is limited up to northan konkan region still for comparative study the information as well as statistical data will be collectable from all over Maharashtra.

Proposal research work deeply show the farmer’s social, economic, political and educational changes. So the range of the study is not limiting up to history subject but will definitely encircled social sciences is various branches’ as well.

6) Methodology

For the proposal study, research there is a study of farmers whose bulge is vast. So selection 300 farmers, will study as specimen.
Dinkar Balu Patil’s work for farmers, labour being studied, specimen selection will be consolidated and collected.

For the further study primary and secondary collection way be used for it index technique will be used.

In any historical research primary and secondary ways, systems being used for collection. For it the library method will used, and or if needed such valuable matter paper’s and original documents for inner and outer examination. Govt. of maharashtra’s Gezeatter, Raigd district’s Gazetteer, Maharashtra Dnyankosh, sankruti kosh, vishvakosh and such reference books will be used. All thorough these will be processed by data processing hand measured way.

7) Review of the research work already done on the topic proposed.

The Primary and secondary tools for the precise collection of this thesis are essential further there are two types of totals, published and unpublished. But the contemporary literature is not essential for the thesis certain reports by some officials during British empire and various
gazetteers are proved to be helpful for finding the data/information about the then society, movements and so on from that perspective, ‘The Gazetteer of the Bombay Residency’, Colaba and Janjira, Gazetteer of the Maharashtra state,’ ‘Colaba District, Raigad District Gazetteer are helpful in finding the primary information/source about the Agri and Koli Society. Besides this, Encyclopedia of Maharashtra, World Encyclopedia, and Encyclopedia of Indian Culture are also proved to be helpful in unfolding the information.

In addition to this, if secondary. Published tools are taken into consideration Dr. Prakash Dev’s History. Teaching and writing Tradition, Shanta Kothekar’s ‘History technique and Philosophy’, as well as Dr. Karade’s Scientific Research Methodology are proved to be useful for the Research. All these hooks helped to show the proper research direction for this thesis. Moreover it helped in framing the proper strategy of the thesis to the point.

Including all these tools, the response to the questionnaire and interviews i.e. the primary unpublished tools essential. Some thesis presented in Various universities are also proved to be helpful for the same. Theses which gave proper `direction to this research can be cited as
Dr. D.N. Kale’s thesis ‘Economic Survey of Agri presented in Mumbai University in 1950 also made available the data about the economic and social conditions of the then Aagri society. Dr. Thakur Sai’s ‘The Agries of North West Maharashtra : An Ethnographic study presented in Mumbai University in 2007 has also unfolded the information primarily about the Agri society in Uran Taluka. Dr. Anil Bangar in this Ph.D. thesis ‘Agri Literature in Raigad Dristrict and Linguistic study of Literature presented in Maharashtra University in 2010 also discussed about the falle Literature of Agri people. Besides this, in Dr. Pragati Patil’s ‘Comparative study of The Effects of Globalization on Agri and Koli Society’ presented in Title Maharashtra University we find information about the different issues and struggles of local people. Apart from this, there has study of some persons and social reformers form different angles through some thesis, who worked for the upliftment of the society Although all the Deformation has been made available form the aforesaid theses and research work on many other important social and political issues done in Raigad district, the research work is merely done under some particular leaders of the people. Dinkar Balu Patil who belongs to this district is always neglected and avoided. It is essential to study form different angles on his important social and political works.
There from the researcher has chosen this subject for the research on Mr. Dinkar Bahu Patil.

8) **Significance of the study**

We are all aware that from ancient period to up till now the farming is the backbone of Indian economy. After independence it become focused on various social aspects and inevitable part of it on historical view point history of local issues became the center point’s but still they are over looked. To my view point the subject I have chose became more important. There is still need to work over the contemporary history. This subject is related with social and contemporary history. This subject is related with social and contemporary history.

- This research will defiantly focused the worth work done by Dinkar balu patil which uplift the life of mass in northern kokan, Raigad the inspiration work.
- The inspiration of Dinkar Balu Patil helped the modern farmer’s as well as the labour and the mass society progress. So as this research became important to point out this issues, bring into focused.
- Still there are so many farmer’s movement’s which will get guidance as well as direction by this research.
This research will count the merits and demerits of the farmers and will directed in proper way.

9) scheme of capitalizations

In this thesis the review of Dinkar Balu Patil’s work were divided in five chapters. First chapter gave details of study area-Raigad District. Remaining chapters explain the details of Dinkar Balu Patil’s life like birth, education, family, his political, social, economical and educational contribution. In last chapter I conclude the thesis on the basis of collected data.

Chapter 1st

Geographical and historical background of Raigad district

As we know that India become the country of 29 states where Maharashtra become developed state. Where Konkan is one division the large strip from Sahyadri to Western see i.e. Arabian sea. Know as Konkan. In the past it was known as Aparant. From B.C. 4th century it way known as Konkani, including Thane, Raigad, Ratnagiri and Sindhudurga districts.

Such ancient history of Konkan where Raigad district has importance regarding the freedom struggle movement. It is spread
7152 sq.km. including 15 talukas. It’s this Raigad became the prime location. Where the coronation of Shivaji, dr. Ambedkar’s human freedom movement so as in Mahad, Chirner’s freedom movement etc. became the back history of Raigad, we study geographical and historical background in short.

**Chapter 2**

**Dinkar Balu Patil’s and Educational Background**

It will show in short Dinkar Balu Patil’s life. Taking birth in adverse situation family, how has the social angel developed, his law education work not for his own life but for the mass society. Elected for five time as M.L.S where he worked for social cause and the mass progress the unmatched personality, leader. Putting the various simple questions and giving the stage to them being study part of this research.

**Chapter 3**

**Social Work Of Dinkar Balu Patil**

He devoted is valuable life for the cause of farmer’s and labours. He got success in various movement’s without education nothing could get there is no solution to education. So he started
engineering college through Uran taluka social and education trust. He didn’t named himself. Though the agenda has pass of his mane for Arts, Commerce and Science college at Panvel. He opposed it as it named him name. he named Mhatma Jyotiba Phule to the college. He knew that education is the only remedy to change the life. So he started library in each village so as the hall. Which become the life. So the started library in each village so as the hall. Which become the center of revolution where the next generation get guidance’s and inspiration. He never has any banner for his political purpose are fame. So became the unmatched personality.

In the words of Prof. N.D. Patil, “Dinlar Balu Pati’s work for project affected of Cidco, J.N.P.T project affected people became beyond work. He worked for their justice, long struggler, was not only the leader of Raigad but to all the Maharashtra leader. He raised his voice in legislative assembly for the native the true fighter the strong and stonch fighter who moved the assembly with his unmatched voice. He was M.L.A and M.P where he raised his voice for common farmers are lanour. He was not just leader but a mass approved leader. There are so many project units progress where government nodded just and in reality crushed the farmer. The government purchased the land in fruitless value without thinking of farmer’s future. he fought for farmer’s future because
of the his staunch and strong stand the farmers got 12 ½ land scheme in cidco.

There is no doubt that he was a fighter. He got fame of his own as leader. Mass leader all over the country. During his life time period he has raised so many movements. Worked day and high for the labor’s as well as farmers.”

This chapter focused Dinkar Balu Patil’s work in various field such as farmer’s labour project affected etc. which will put up by written as it is and interview. Along with it educational institution raised by him being studded.

Chapter 4th

Political Work of Dinkar Balu Patil

Raigad district got unmatched leadership in the from of Dinkar Balu Patil. He represented five times in the assembly became the important aspect and event in 1997 to 1985 he was member of parliament. He worked and sacrificed in various field. He travelled all over Maharashtra for worked and sacrificed in various field. He travelled all over Maharashtra for mandal aiyog’s cause. His political devotion became far more important. Because at his struggle the question of developed 12 1/2 land by cidco got solve.
This chapter focused his political stages and his political movements.

Chapter 5th
The social and political changes in the other backward community by the work of Binkar Balu Patil

There was a strong wish in his mind to develop for the community people with which he was interested in exercise and various games and sports. He read many historical people biography also from it he tried to change the mind of society for that he knew that education is the only solution. He got inspiration from mahatma phule, Krantijyoti, sawitribai phule, Dr. Balasaheb Ambedkar that inspiration made him to turn at Rayat Shikshan Sanstha by which. He started various school area panvel and Uran. He tried to save the unwanted wasted of money on marriage ceremony. He tried to stop it his thoughts of tradition turn the people he understood he tried to stop it his thoughts of tradition turn the people. He understood the without accepting modern thoughts the society could not change.
Chapter 6th

Conclusion

This chapter will show you, focuses the summery and ways of study conclusion as well as Dinkar Balu Patil’s Political and Social Works critical analysis in studious way. Which may be moved somewhat but the basic center will focus the said subject.

- In kokane Raigad District had a social & politiical importance from Historical period.
- Jarud a village of Uran in Panvel District was known as working place.
- Dinkar Balu Patil contribute his whole life for working peoples political & social rights.
- Dinkar Balu Patil played a great role in the development of peanuts, working and Bahujan community.
- 5. For the change of bahujan community Dinkar Balu Patil created educational movement with the social & political movement.
- Dinkar Balu Patil established library & seminar hall in every village for the educational revolution & development of society.
- He established Jamin bachao Sanyukt Ladha Samitee for the right judgement of SIDCO & JNPT.
➢ He gave the proper rights for the
➢ He organized many movement, satyagrah and agitation for working peoples rights.
➢ He take part in Sanyukta Maharashtra Ladha.
➢ He force the government to give educational scholarship for Navi Mumbai project effected children.
➢ He became President of Agri community.
➢ He gave very importance to Hutatma
➢ He built up the monuments of Hutatmas.
➢ Dinkar Balu Patil was the original leader of worker community.
➢ CIDCO & JNPT project affected people got the benifit of 12.5% land only because of Dinkar Balu patil.
➢ He spent his whole more than 40 years life for the strugle of famer & poor people, project effected.
➢ He Requested the governement not to migrate the project effected people.
➢ Farmers on wages, those depends on farming not having own land and other enterprise 40 to 100 sq.m. land must provide and this regulation must fulfilled.
➢ Social organization aware society and Mahatma Phule Institute established.
- Poor workers, salaried as wages people must provide medical services at minimum rate for that purpose Matoshree Jijamata Hospital formed.
- To encourage castesm inter cast marriage was promoted.
- To reduce superstitiousness intelligent person, knowledgeable, scientist, caste discrimination, unfaithful person must published in society